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Worksheet: Antenna arrays
Objectives:
In this session, you will
1. Create an array of 3-element half-wave dipoles operating at 1.5GHz.
2. Set the phase of the array to operate as a broadside array and observe its directivity and HPBW.
3. Adjust the phases of the three sources and observe grating lobes.
Part 1: setting up variables
Step 1: Ansys Electronics Desktop, go to HFSS tab->HFSS.
Step 2: go the the Modeler tab ->units and change the units to meters.

Step 3: go to the HFSS tab ->design properties.

Step 4: in next pop-up window, hit the add button to add the following variables.
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Step 5: hit apply then OK.
Part 2: creating 3-element half-wave dipole array
Step 6: Go to the draw tab ->draw cylinder and create a cylinder with random parameters at an arbitrary
location.
Step 7: double click on cylinder 1 and change its properties as follows;

Step 8: hit apply and then OK.
Step 9: now, double click on create cylinder and change its properties as follows;
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Step 10: hit apply then OK.
Step 11: zoom into the region and check the model.
Step 12: now, let’s create the feeder gap. For that, create another cylinder with random properties.
Step 13: double click on that cylinder on the model pane and change its properties as follows. Then hit
apply then OK.

Step 14: now, double click on create cylinder underneath it and change its properties as follows. Then
hit apply and OK.
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Step 15: zoom into the center of the system and check the model. It should look as follows;

Step 16: now select both the center antenna and the cylinder1 on the model pane and do a subtraction.
Make sure in the pop-up window CenterAntenna is listed under Blank parts and Cylinder 1 is under tool
parts. If not, select each element and click on the arrows to switch sides.
Step 17: after subtraction, the model will look as follows;
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Step 18: repeat steps 6 through 17 two more times and create two more dipoles, one at y=-5cm (left
antenna) and another at y=5cm (right antenna). All other parameters stay the same.
Step 19: the completed model will look as follows;

Part 3: setting up the ports (feeders).
Feeder 1 will be connected to the left antenna, feeder 2 to the center antenna and feeder 3 to the right
antenna.
Step 20: First, change the viewing plane to YZ.
Step 21: draw a rectangle at a random location.
Step 22: double click on create rectangle and change its properties as follows. Remember this feeder is
for the left antenna.
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Step 23: hit apply then OK.
Step 24: draw another rectangle and change its dimensions as follows. This is the feeder for the center
antenna. Hit apply then OK.

Step 25: draw another rectangle to set as the feeder for the right antenna. Change its location and
dimensions as follows;
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Part 4: setting the phase offset for the broadside array
Step 26: the phase offset between each element for the broadside array is zero. Hence, you may create
lumped ports for each element as you did before.
Let’s start with feeder 1 for the left antenna. First, you may want to zoom into the feeder location. Then,
right click on rectangle 1 in the model pane -> assign excitation-> port - >lumped port.

Step 27: leave the default name and impedance in the first pop-up window and hit next.
Step 28: in the next pop-up window, define the integration line, by selecting new line and then by
clicking on the bottom center and top center of the rectangle. Hit next.
Step 29: check do not renormalize in the last window and hit finish.
Step 30: repeat steps 26 through 29 for the other two feeders.
Step 31: go to the project manager pane and expand excitation. You should be seeing three sources.
Double click on each source and see the highlighted areas.
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*important: go to HFSS -> fields ->edit sources and set the magnitude of all three sources to 1W and
phase to 0 degrees.

Part 5: setting up the radiation space
Step 32: change the viewing plane to XY.
Step 33: create a cylinder with random properties.
Step 34: double click on that cylinder on the model pane and change its properties as follows. Hit apply
and the OK.

Step 35: double click on create cylinder and change its properties as follows;
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Step 36: hit apply then OK.
Step 37: hit fit all to see the full model.

Step 38: now, right click on radiation space on the model pane -> assign boundary -> radiation. Leave
the default name in the pop-up window and hit OK.
Part 6: setting up the solution
Step 39: right click on analysis on the project management pane -> add solution setup ->advanced.
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Step 40: in the next pop-up window set the frequency to 1.5GHz and the maximum number of passes to
20 then hit OK.
Step 41: in the next window, set the interpolation type to fast and the linear count to 101. Then hit OK.
Part 7: simulating and observing the results
Step 42: go to simulation tab and hit validate.
Step 43: if all validation aspects are checked in green, hit analyze all. This will run this simulation.
Step 44: right click on radiation -> insert far field ->infinite sphere

Step 45: leave the default parameters in the next pop up window and hit OK.
Step 46: now go to the results tab -> far field reports ->3D polar.
Step 47: from the parameter selection window, select rE, rE Theta, mag and hit new report. Add this plot
to the learning management system.

Step 48: create a 2D plot of directivity, by going to far field report ->2D. Set theta as the primary sweep
and select directivity, directivity total (dir Total), abs. This will plot a curve for each phi. Add this plot to
the learning management system.
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Step 49: answer the following questions in your submission to the learning management system:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Is this antenna directional?
What is the maximum directivity?
What is the theta value corresponding to maximum directivity?
What is the range of phi corresponding to maximum directivity?
Has the HPBW changed compared to a single half-wave dipole?

Part 8: setting the phase offset to observe grating lobes
Step 50: go to the HFSS tab -> fields ->edit sources

Step 51: edit the phases of the three sources as follows;
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Step 52: hit apply and then OK.
Step 53: revalidate the model and hit analyze all.
Step 54: observe the radiated theta directed electric field from the far field 3D plots. By going to results >far field report ->3D polar and by selecting rE, rEtheta, abs.

The additional maxima are called the grating lobes these are usually undesirable.
Step 55: observe the 3D directivity plot and upload that to the learning management system.
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